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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

We look forward to an exciting and challenging school year.  We offer our best to assist you and guide 

you in reaching the goals that have been set.  As a middle school student, we encourage you to be an 

active learner and an active participant in your learning experience.  The following pages in this 

handbook explain what you need to know to make your years here successful.  Take time to review 

these pages with your parent(s).  We welcome the opportunity to work as a team with your parents and 

you to prepare you for life.   

The Gateway Middle School experience, by design, is intended to provide an extraordinary learning 

environment for all students.  Our unique program is designed to assist students and involve parents in 

quality educational opportunities.  Our approach to education is to focus on the advancement of 

knowledge and encourage proficiency in all of the disciplines.  All of our efforts are centered on 

providing our students with the necessary skills, concepts, and attitudes that echo our motto –  

 

EVERYONE ACHIEVES!  NO EXCEPTIONS, NO EXCUSES. 



 

VISION STATEMENT 
At Gateway Middle, we will work to ensure the academic, social, and emotional growth of EVERY 

student, and make high student achievement is a priority.   

 

SCHOOL COLORS 
 Green and Gold  

 

SCHOOL MOTTO 
“Everyone Achieves!  No Exceptions, No Excuses.” 

 

SCHOOL MASCOT 
Baby Jaguars 

 

STUDENT BODY 
Our student body is diverse, integrating many different philosophies, cultures, backgrounds, and 

experiences into a dynamic learning community.  Tolerance, acceptance of individual differences, 

respect, courtesy, and patience are expected.  More importantly, students learn to enjoy the rich diversity 

of the human experience. 

STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY 
TO OUR STUDENTS:  As you mature, you are expected to assume greater responsibility for your 

academic and behavioral performance.  This means that you must obey school and bus rules as they 

have been explained to you, as well as listed in the Students’ Code and Conduct Handbook.  Rules are 

necessary in our lives in order to understand how we are expected to act in a variety of situations and 

what acceptable standards of conduct are.  Teachers and parents can counsel, encourage, and assist you; 

however, the time has come for you to assume responsibility for your own behavior if you are to get the 

most from your educational experience. 

TO OUR PARENTS:  You are the first and most important teacher your child will ever have.  It is critical 

that students see the joint relationship and shared responsibility between parents and the staff of the 

school.  We believe that this is a key component in a productive learning experience and in achieving 

the desired end result – a successful, functioning, contributing member in a global society. 
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PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT 
Gateway Middle School PTO Executive Board is a community of parents and teachers, and community 

members dedicated to the academic, social, and emotional growth of our students.  We invite and 

encourage all parents to serve on the Executive Board, attend the monthly PTO meetings, and support 

the activities sponsored by the organization.  For the latest information and to connect with our Parent 

and Community Specialist, please visit our website at www.slps.org/gatewayms for a schedule of PTO 

Meetings.  

 

II.   ACADEMICS 
ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS 

We, the staff and faculty of Gateway Middle School, welcome all students and their parents.  Students 

are expected to actively participate in all classes.  Students are expected to bring all materials to class 

each day that will enable them to be successful.  Any student who is not successful at the fifth week 

progress report will receive an academic concern letter for his/her parent to attend a conference with the 

grade level team.  It is our hope that by the 10 week reporting period that no further academic concern 

exists.  If so, we will conduct another meeting with the grade level team, counselor and administration to 

determine next steps toward academic success.   

 

Gateway Middle School utilizes the EnGrade System to help parents and students track completion of 

weekly assignments as well as the points received on these assignments.  This system allows parents to 

email teachers directly.  Information regarding EnGrade access will be provided during parent 

orientation.  If any parent has an academic concern or needs assistance with EnGrade, please feel free to 

contact the school for an appointment with the appropriate team.  Parents may schedule an appointment 

by calling (314) 241-2295. 

COMPUTER USE 
Computers at Gateway Middle School are to be used for assigned research, word-processing, and 

enhancing keyboarding skills.  Unauthorized use and/or vandalism of computer hardware or peripherals 

will result in loss of computer privileges.  Replacement of computer parts due to vandalism will be 

at the expense of a student's parent or guardian.  Gateway Middle School students are expected to 

follow the rules, regulations, and policies of the St. Louis Public School District.  Authorization forms 

for use of the Internet signed by the parent must be returned before students will be allowed to use 

the computer.   
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HOMEWORK POLICY 
Studies on excellence in education encourage homework as a valuable tool for strengthening educational 

opportunities for all students.  It is the policy of the St. Louis Public Schools that the teachers 

regularly assign homework that enhances the educational development of students.  Each family is 

asked to set aside approximately ninety minutes (90) each evening for academic excellence.  At the 

middle school level, at least twenty minutes per core subject should be allotted for homework each 

evening.  Also, please remember our belief is that Reading Is The Key That Opens The Doors To 

Success. 

In adopting this Homework Policy, the Board reaffirms its belief that homework is an essential and 

required part of the student’s total educational program for it broadens and extends the principles, 

concepts, and information taught and learned in the classroom. 

 

The Homework Guidelines: 

1. Reinforces the principles, concepts, and information taught and learned in the classroom. 

2. Assists teachers in assessing the student’s comprehension of concepts and skills covered in the 

classroom. 

3. Stimulates creative, logical, and critical thought. 

4. Provides additional time for independent study by the student. 

5. Provides an opportunity for the creative application of material mastered during the formal class. 

6. Teaches the student self-discipline and self-motivation, regardless of the responsibility and effort 

required to complete the assignments. 

7. Assists the students in making up missed work during absences from school in a timely manner. 

These guidelines permit parents to have a more active role in education of their children, monitoring 

their classroom assignments, and in becoming familiar with classroom content.   

It is very important that each student and parent understand that this preparation may vary in form.  

Note-taking, creative planning, or reviewing a day’s lesson are example of preparation.  Please note that 

all homework is not necessarily a written assignment. 

 

We recommend that every parent help his/her child plan a study schedule.  While some time is provided 

at school, not all students are able to complete the assignments.  The amount of study time depends on 

the habits of the individual student.  If your child comes home every day and reports that they have 

no homework, it would be wise to contact or visit your child’s teacher.  Additionally, if you feel that 

your child is spending excessive time studying, we suggest contacting or visiting the teacher.   
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High standards in neatness, correct spelling, and legible work are expected from all students.  Sloppy or 

careless work will not be accepted.  As a mark of personal responsibility, students are expected to hand 

in all homework assignments, permission slips, forms, etc., on specified dates and times. 

In the event of an absence, it is the responsibility of the student to secure all missing assignments 

immediately upon return and return them within the time frame given by the teacher.  For long-

term illnesses (2 days or more) parents are required to contact the Main Office at and arrange to 

pick up their child’s homework assignments.   

 

TEXTBOOKS 
Teachers will issue numbered textbooks to all students.  The books are to be used for class and 

homework assignments during the school year.  Students are responsible for returning books in good 

condition at the end of the school year.  Students needing to replace a lost book may get book 

replacement information from their teacher.  At the end of the year, students are responsible for 

returning the book that they were issued.  If students fail to return that book, then the book is 

considered lost and the parent will be responsible for paying for the textbook if it cannot be found.  

The parent will be informed of this by a letter indicating the title, number and cost of the 

textbook.  No student records will be released until all lost items are paid for. 

 

REPORTING PERIODS 
The academic year is divided into 4 ten weeks periods called quarters. Parents will receive an academic 

report at the end of each five (5) week period.  Progress Reports will be issued at 5, 15, 25, and 35 

weeks.  Report Cards will be issued at 10, 20, 30, and 40 weeks.  Parent-Teacher Conferences are held 

to provide an opportunity for parents to discuss their child’s academic progress.  Any student receiving a 

failing grade in 2 subject areas during any reporting period will be issued a letter "Academic Concern” 

where teachers and/or administration will request individual parent conferences. 

 

GRADING POLICY 
Students are evaluated using their portfolios (a sampling of the individual’s work), scoring guides, as 

well as traditional grading instruments.  Grades may be earned based on daily and/or weekly test results, 

class participation, projects, and assignments.  Teachers will use the following district grading scale. 
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GRADING SCALE 

100% – 90%  = A  
  89% – 80%  = B 
  79% – 70%  = C 
  69% – 60%  = D 
  59% –   0%  = F 

 
Each teacher’s grading procedures and assignment submission requirements are available on the course 

syllabus provided to each student at the beginning of the year and available on the school website. 

 

III.   ATTENDANCE 
Gateway Middle School students are expected to attend school daily, and to be on time daily.  

This expectation keeps our students safe and achievement and attendance rates high.  In any instance 

of absence, tardiness, or emergency, parents are expected to notify the school secretary or parent 

community specialist by phone at 314-241-2295.   

 

SCHOOL HOURS 
    7:30 a.m. School opens for breakfast 

    7:50 a.m. Students pass to their lockers for Advisory Period 1st 

    3:02 p.m. Dismissal to busses 

    3:07 p.m. Afterschool Clubs 

 

All students are to remain on campus for the entire school day unless they are involved in an out-of-

building activity approved by the administration or if the legal parent /guardian or designee (listed on 

emergency release form) picks up the student for early dismissal.   

No student will be released to any person under the age of 21 or to any person not listed on the 

emergency release form completed by the parent/guardian for the current school year. 

 
Attendance records are maintained in the student’s permanent school file along with academic and 

behavioral records.  Parents are responsible for the regular attendance of all school age children 

between the ages of 7 and 17 years. The school social worker is available to respond to parents 

regarding the student’s tardiness to or absence from school.  All tardy and absent time from school will 

be recorded.  A cumulative record is kept of all time absent from school.  (This includes absences, 
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tardiness, appointments or early dismissals.)  All time away from school must be documented by the 

parent/guardian. 

 

1. Tardiness: 

When tardy, students are required to report to the office, sign in, get a tardy slip and report to their 

class.  Any announcement regarding school closings, due to inclement weather or other 

circumstances will be carried on local television and radio stations. 

a. When arriving more than 10 minutes after the beginning of the school day, the parent is 

required to accompany the student into the building to sign in with the student and assist in 

explaining the reason for the student’s tardiness. 

b. A student with continued tardiness will be referred to the school administration and follow-

up will be done by the school social worker, when indicated. 

 

 

2. Early Dismissal and Appointments: 

Any early dismissal requires a parent to sign the student out in the office.  If the parent will not be 

the one to pick up the student, the following guidelines must be met:  

The parent must phone the school with the name of the person who will be picking up the 

student. 

Any person picking up a student must be 21 years of age or older and must be on the child’s 

Authorization To Release form and have appropriate identification– NO EXCEPTIONS! 

a. Early dismissals must also be documented with a call or written statement by the 

parent/guardian.   

b. Telephone the school or send a written statement before your child is absent due to an 

appointment scheduled during school hours. If your child will be absent due to an appointment 

scheduled during school hours, parents are asked to telephone the school or send a written 

statement before the absence. 

Administration discourages early dismissals because it negatively impacts student 

achievement and attendance. 

 

3. Absence: 

a. Each absence must be documented with a telephone call and a written statement from the 

parent/guardian or physician as appropriate.    
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b. The parent of a student with a chronic medical condition is requested to submit annually a 

written statement from the student’s health care provider verifying the student’s absence is 

related to the existing medical condition.  This information needs to be submitted to the school 

social worker and school nurse at the beginning of each school year.    

c. Extended illnesses at home or in the hospital must be documented with a telephone call and a 

written statement from the parent and the student’s health care provider.   

d. The parents of students having more than 10 unexcused absences can be referred to juvenile 

court.  Prior to referral to the court the parent will be requested to contact the school social 

worker.  The parents will be notified in writing that a court referral is being made.   

The school social worker can be contacted at the school when school is in session.  Leave your 

name, the student’s name and a telephone number where you can be contacted when the social 

worker is not at Gateway Middle School.  You will be contacted as soon as possible.  We suggest 

that you ask for the name of the person receiving your inquiry each time you contact or 

telephone the school regarding your child. 

 

IV.  SCHOOL CLIMATE & CULTURE 
 

STUDENT RULES AND GUIDELINES 
All students have the right to a safe education.  There is pride in Gateway Middle School.   Everyone 

must work together to maintain a positive school environment.  Gateway Middle students are expected 

to make informed decisions, think and act responsibly, and when in doubt, get assistance from staff, 

faculty, and parents. At Gateway Middle, we will be respectful, be responsible and be our best at all 

times inside and outside the school community. 

Gateway Middle School students are expected to follow the rules, regulations, and policies of the 

St. Louis Public School District.  Review the ‘Students Rights and Responsibilities’ handbook with 

your parent(s) or guardian(s).  Parents and students must sign the tear-out page and return it to 

school immediately. 

 

 

UNIFORM CODE OF DRESS POLICY 
Research indicates that uniform dress instills pride and promotes unity.  We, therefore, require students 

to wear uniform dress colors every day.   
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UNIFORM DRESS ATTIRE 
All students must have shirts tucked in with belts before entering the building and at all times while on 

school premises. 

• Khaki or navy blue bottom (trousers or skirt) 

(Trouser, also called pants, a usually loose-fitting outer garment for the lower part of the body, 

having individual leg portions that reach typically to the ankle) 

• Solid hunter green, gold, navy blue or white top (polo shirt, button-up shirt, or blouse 

shirts must have sleeves and a collar) 

• Solid hunter green, gold navy blue, or khaki colored sweaters.   

• Shorts and skirts must come to the knees.   

• T-Shirts or polo shirts with Gateway logo 

 

DRESS NOT PERMITTED 
• Sagging pants or tall-tees 

• Commercial logos and/or graphics 

• Purses, backpacks, coats, etc. are to remain in the locker during the school day.  Hats should be 

removed upon entry to the building.  (Any of the above items that are confiscated must be picked 

up by a parent between the hours of 3:00-4:30)  

• Sandals and/or flip-flops  

• Multi-colored or striped tops of any kind including blazers, long sleeve tee-shirts worn for 

layering and polo 

 

SCHOOL TRANSITION PROCEDURES 

A.M. ENTRY  
Students will enter the building using rear gymnasium doors each morning using the following protocol: 

1. Get off the bus and line up at the rear doors. 

2. Enter the building with book bags open. 

3. Place book bags, jackets, and other loose items on the table for inspection by security. 

4. Walk in a single file line through the metal detector. If a student sets off the metal detector.  They are to 

empty their pockets and walk back through.  If the detector still beeps, students will be “wanded”.  

(wanding includes the use of a hand-held metal detector) 
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5. After entering the building, students should proceed to the cafeteria for breakfast.  Students are not to 

walk down the halls or congregate anywhere in the building.  If students do not elect to eat breakfast, 

they are to sit on the middle school side of the cafeteria until dismissal at 7:50 am.   

6. While in the cafeteria, students are to quietly eat their breakfast and remain seated. 

7. After dismissal from the cafeteria at 7:50, students will quietly travel up the main hallway to their 

respective classroom.  All students should proceed to lockers and be in class by 8:05.  Any student not in 

class at 8:05 will be marked as tardy.  

 

P.M. Dismissal 
Students will prepare to exit the building each afternoon using the following protocol: 

1. Students will go to their locker for P.M. locker time as designated by grade team leaders.  Students 

should gather all needed materials & belongings and go to their last period class. 

2. Students are to come down the assigned hallway or stairwell during dismissal, walk to their bus and get 

immediately on their bus.  No playing is allowed at bus time to avoid students injuring themselves 

or others, missing the bus or causing bus dismissal to be late. 

 

LOCKERS 
Each student will be issued a combination lock and be assigned a locker for the school year.  Students 

are responsible for maintaining the privacy of their lock combination number.  Replacement locks are $6.00.  

Students may use their locker only at designated times. Students are responsible for returning the lock to their 

advisory teacher prior to promotion to the next grade.  Lockers should remain closed and locked at all class 

times.  Students who fail to lock their lockers will be responsible for any missing items.  Students should keep 

their lockers neat and organized through periodic cleaning and removal of unneeded items.  Students are not to 

place anything on the outside of their lockers, which should remain empty.  Random locker checks will be done 

throughout the year.  Only locks issued by the school are permitted on the lockers.  Students are to use their 

lockers to store and retrieve books, coats, and other school materials during the designated time communicated 

by the grade level Team Leader.  Students are only permitted to use their lockers during designated times 

because locker noise disturbs the instructional program.  Students should plan ahead and choose the appropriate 

books and materials needed for their next classes. Students will be allowed to leave their class and go to their 

lockers at the teacher’s discretion. 
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ELECTRONIC DEVICES 
 No electronic devices are to be brought to the school in accordance with SLPS district guidelines.  

Electronics brought to the school will be confiscated and may only be picked up by the parent/guardian 

on the following Friday between 3:00 PM and 4:30 PM.  Neither the school nor any of its staff members 

are responsible in any way for confiscated items in the event they are lost or stolen while on school 

property. 

 

FIELD TRIPS 
Students with acceptable behavior will participate in out-of-building field experiences.  Parents of 

students with unacceptable behavior will be required to accompany them on out-of-building field experiences. 

All students are required to submit a signed Field Experience form (permission slip) in order for students 

to participate in field experiences.  Phone calls, faxes, and hand-written notes will not be accepted as 

parent permission slips.  No field trips will be funded by SLPS.  Transportation cost maybe at the 

expense of the parent. 

 

LUNCH & RECESS 
1. Students will be escorted to lunch during their scheduled lunch period by their classroom teachers. 

2. Students are to be seated quietly in the cafeteria until their table is called to line up for lunch.  Tables 

will not be called until all students are quietly seated in the cafeteria. 

3. Lunch monitors will call students to line up for lunch. 

4. Students will get their lunch from the cafeteria staff and then punch in their lunch ID number. 

5. After getting their lunch, students are to return to their seat and complete eating their lunch. 

6. Before leaving the cafeteria, students must have their eating area clean.  All trash and debris must be in 

the trash can. 

7. The last 10 minutes of lunch, students may be allowed to go out onto the school yard and play, weather 

permitting. 

8. At the end of the lunch period, the adult monitor(s) will blow a whistle and students will line up in their 

designated location for re-entry into the building. 
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All meals are to be eaten in the lunchroom.  Gum is not permitted in the school building.  No food 

will leave the cafeteria. 

At the discretion of lunch monitors, recess or opportunities to access snacks may be revoked for 

failure to follow the lunch periods rule. 

 

HALL PASSES 
The school is responsible for the students between 7:30 a.m. and 3:07 p.m.  It is necessary to know 

where students are during these hours.  A certified hall pass will be issued to any student who has been 

given permission to leave the classroom when the class is in session.  When students pass from one class 

to another, they are to walk in the hallways, keeping to the right so all students may arrive on time to 

their class and in an orderly fashion.   

Students are required to have a hall pass issued by their classroom teacher or school administrator 

whenever they are in the hallway without adult supervision.  Hall passes are issued in the following 

instances: 

• Restroom visit (individual) 

• Media Center (library) visit 

• Class visit (to see another teacher in another class) 

• Support services (nurse, social worker, counselor) 

• Office visit (to go to the office for emergency reasons only) 

When students have the privilege of passing in the hallway with a hall pass, it is expected that students are 

respectful of their learning and the learning of others.  They are to arrive on time and follow the expected 

decorum for hallway behavior – quiet and well-mannered with adults and peers.  Any student caught or reported 

to be on the elementary side of the building without administrator approval will face immediate consequences.  

Please refrain from instructing your middle school child to tend to an elementary family member unless the 

middle school and elementary office are notified and approval granted.   

 

TRANSPORTATION 
Students are expected to arrive at their bus stop on time, use extreme caution in approaching and leaving 

the bus, and behave in an orderly manner at all times to insure the safety of all.  Transportation concerns should 

be reported to the assistant principal.  Call First Student for pickup/drop off concerns. 
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(1) Hall Street:  621-9790 

(2) Spring:       772-3184 

(3) Union/70:    389-1111 

 Students who do not use transportation provided by the St. Louis Public Schools should make their 

afternoon travel arrangements prior to coming to school in the morning.  It is expected at the middle 

school level that students take more responsibility for themselves, and not have to make daily contact 

with a parent for those arrangements. 

 RIDING THE SCHOOL BUS IS A PRIVILEGE, NOT A RIGHT!  IT IS ULTIMATELY THE PARENT’S RESPONSIBILITY 

TO SEE THAT THEIR CHILD IS AT SCHOOL EVERY DAY AND THAT STUDENT BUS BEHAVIOR ALLOWS FOR A SAFE 

AND ORDERLY BUS RIDE. 

 

V.    SUPPORT SERVICES 
 

COUNSELING AND SOCIAL SERVICES 
The Counselor and Social Worker are available to provide a variety of services to all students and 

families in an effort to encourage regular attendance, build positive character and maximize achievement.  

Career guidance and referrals for special education concerns and/or needs are also offered. 

 

HEALTH SERVICES 
The School Nurse is available for health concerns. All students entering middle school are required to 

have an updated immunization history to include 3 hepatitis dates, 2 MMR dates and a Td booster.  Students 

should receive needed immunizations over the summer break, and then send an official copy from their medical 

provider and/or a copy of the shot record with the student’s name and birth date to the school nurse. 

The nurse is not allowed to dispense any medication (this also applies to adults) nor is she to 

administer any medication without a completed medication form signed by a licensed physician and a 

parent or legal guardian.  All medication must be received in original labeled container with the student’s 

name on it. 

When a student becomes sick at school, he/she will see the school nurse.  After the nursing evaluation, if 

it is necessary for the student to go home the legal parent/legal guardian will be contacted by the nurse. 

The school nurse should be informed if your child has any health concern (asthma, allergies, diabetes, seizures, 

heart issues, takes daily medication, etc.). 

In addition, please be advised of the following: 

1. All medical excuses must be updated with a physician’s statement every school year. 
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2. A completed physical examination is required of all students new to the St. Louis Public Schools. 

3. For students with health concerns, a yearly completed physical examination is required. 

4. To participate in supervised interscholastic athletics, a physician’s signed physical examination is 

required yearly. 
 

VI.  ATHLETIC & AFTERSCHOOL OPPORTUNITIES 

 
 

THE BABY JAGUAR ATHLETIC PROGRAM 
 
The goals of the Gateway Middle School Athletic Program are: 
 

• To serve as an extracurricular complement to academic and cultural programs of the school. 

• To offer a positive physical outlet to the student which may be of value to his/her future leisure time. 

• To create an atmosphere of healthy competition in a team context, accepting both success and failure. 

• To create a spirit of fellowship, to teach sportsmanship and respect for others, and help to inculcate a 

sense of self-discipline. 

• To help teach the importance of doing one’s best. 

• To provide a focus of and opportunity for pride by the entire student body, either as good athletes or 

good fans. 
GATEWAY MIDDLE SCHOOL ATHLETIC CODE OF CONDUCT 

In a very special way, any student wearing a Gateway uniform represents the entire school and must conduct 

himself/herself accordingly. The following rules have been developed to highlight the major responsibilities of 

the Gateway athlete. They must be followed during the entire year, not just during a playing season. 

1. ACADEMIC & DISCIPLINE STATUS:  A team coach will be aware of the individual student's academic 

and disciplinary record in all academic areas.  Consistent or repeated problems in these areas 

may require suspension or dismissal from a sport, subject to review by the Athletic Director. 

2. MEDICAL RELEASE:  Each student must obtain a medical release from his/her family doctor at the 

beginning of his/her sport season. This release is sufficient for succeeding seasons in the same school 

year. 

3. HEALTH INSURANCE:  Each student must be covered by insurance provided by the student's parent(s).  

The school does not provide accident or medical insurance, nor does it provide any form of financial 

reimbursement for expenses related to injuries incurred while students are participating in athletic or 

any activity. 
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4. SCHOOL CHARACTER:  A Gateway athlete is expected to set a good example for other students and for 

his/her teammates on and off the field.  Disrespect to teachers, competing coaches or players, or 

fellow students will not be tolerated. 

5. SCHOOL ATTENDANCE:  A student who has not attended school for at least one-half day may not 

participate in any athletic activity on that day, e.g., team meeting, practice, or game.   The Athletic 

Director shall determine the "half-day" rule on any given day since some days have shortened schedule, 

etc. 

6. ALCOHOL & DRUG ABUSE:  Any involvement, directly or indirectly, with alcohol, drugs or tobacco 

will result in suspension or dismissal from the team. Any repeated violation of this rule will result in 

automatic dismissal from the team besides any penalty imposed by the Assistant Principal. 

7. CURFEW:  Curfew will be set by each coach in each sport. All athletes are expected to honor the curfew 

rule. Each coach may check on observance and will handle violations of this rule. 

8. EQUIPMENT:  Each athlete is responsible for the equipment issued to him/her.   They must pay for 

any equipment lost, stolen, or damaged through his/her negligence. 

9. STEALING & TAMPERING:  Respect for one another's equipment or property is essential. Anyone caught 

stealing or tampering with another's property will be dismissed from the sport. 

10. LOCKER ROOM:  The locker room and athletic facilities are not recreation areas.  They are to be kept 

clean at all times. 

11. PRACTICE ATTENDANCE:  If a student cannot attend a practice, he/she should notify the coach as early as 

possible, calling the coach’s cell phone if necessary.  Each student is expected to be on time for practice. 

12. FIELD SHOES:  Athletes must remove field shoes before entering the school building. 

13. COMMITMENT:  Once a student has made a team, they have a commitment to fulfill and will not be 

allowed to quit that team to begin practice for another team until the sport they are presently playing 

has ended. 

14. CONTRACT:  Participants in all sports and their parents will be asked to sign a "contract" which will 

explain the rules that will be enforced by the coach of that sport. The purpose of this practice is to make 

the player as well as his/her parent(s) aware of all rules before the season begins. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO KNOW  
 

Principal – Aisha Grace     

Assistant Principal –  David Shanks  

Academic Instructional Coach – Angela Glass   

Administrative Secretary – Sharon Goliday 

Parent Resource Specialist – Joseph Cleveland     

Counselor – Lorna Turner James; Michelle Taylor  

Social Worker – Gail Abrams 

Nurse –  

School Address – 1200 North Jefferson, St. Louis, Mo 63106 

School Phone Number – 314-241-2295 

School Fax Number –     314-244-1786 

Transportation:  First Student 
1.  Spring Street   772-3184  (Routes 1000-1999) 

2.  Union/70          389-1111  (Routes 2000-2999) 

3.  Hall Street       621-9790  (Routes 3000-3999) 

 

 

2013-2014 TEAM LEADERS 
 

6th Grade – Ms. Joyce / Rm#304  (best time to call 12:30 p.m.-1:30 p.m.) 

7th Grade – Ms. Whitfield / Rm# 203  (best time to call 9:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.) 

8h Grade – Ms. Rogers / Rm# 109  (best time to call 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.) 

Related Arts – Mr. Herron/Rm# 120  (best time to call 1:45 p.m. – 2:45 p.m.) 

Special Education – Mr. Schoenherr / Rm # 310 (best time to call 9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.)                           
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LIBRARY MEDIA CENTER 
  

STUDENT CITIZENSHIP 
 
 

• Students will be expected to enter the LMC quietly with a signed pass.  Students must 
have a signed pass to leave. 

 
• Students will be expected to work quietly with their pod members. 

 
• Students must come to the library prepared – paper, pencils, etc. 

 
• Do not bring purses, book bags, or other unnecessary items. 

 
• Games or music CD’s are not allowed in the library. 

 
• Take care of all personal needs before coming in the LMC.  (no trips to the restroom or 

lockers) 
 

• When leaving the library, the area must be neat and clean (no papers left around the 
computers, tables, or on the floor). 

 
• All library materials need to be returned to the shelves or reserve cart (no encyclopedias, 

books, etc. left in the computer area or on tables). 
 

• Absolutely no gum, food, or drink is allowed in the library. 
 

• Two books for a two-week period. 
 

• Lost books must be paid for. 
 

• Must have a signed technology form on file in the office before they are allowed to get on 

the computer. 
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